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Introduction to the study of media & the concept of media rituals: 
Couldry, N “Media Rituals”

Key concepts:
• Medium: socially instituted technology involving physical means for establishing or transforming (cultural) 

relationships between individuals and groups.

• Mediation: an active space of organisation and transformation according to particular social values. 

Media studies:

• There is a symptomatic of treating the media as a monolithic single all powerful entity.

• There are many different approaches to what the media is:

- political economy

- institutions of power 

- texts/representations/meanings 

Media effects vs. affect:
1. The ‘effects model’ of media is still prominent today in the way we see media working (i.e. violent content, 

video game violence, internet addiction)

2. The ‘Affect model’ refers to the influence of feeling, emotion (i.e supersize me) 

Our Approach:

• Won’t place emphasis on what the media do to us but instead focus on how the media are implicated in 

the dynamics of public and private life. 

• How to media provide us with resources and frameworks that shape everyday meanings and practices?

•  Challenging the monolithic notions of to media

Media Rituals:
What is his argument?

Within the article, the underlying basis is that media has impact on social life... in ‘ordering our lives, and 

organising our social space’ (pg 1). Couldry analyses the power effects of the media system and its role in 

the construction and understanding of social order; how ‘the social world is ‘mediated’ through a media 

system that has very particular power effects and how the actions and beliefs of all of us are caught up in 

this process.’ (pg 2) 

• The core argument is ‘the myth of the mediated centre’: ‘the belief, or assumption, that there is a 

centre to the social world, and that, in some sense, media speaks ‘for’ that centre’ (pg 2). Couldry 

argues and discusses that this illusion prompts our urge for the inclusion of central media (TV, 

radio, press and internet is what Couldry focuses on) as legitimate. His claim is that ‘media rituals 

are the key mechanism through which that assumed legitimacy is reproduced’ (pg. 2)



• Couldry introduces the term ‘media rituals’ as the key means through which this assumed 

legitimacy (the social core) is reproduced. 

- The term ‘media rituals’ refers the whole range of situations where media themselves ‘stand 

in’, for something wider, something linked to the fundamental organization level on which we 

are, or imagine ourselves to be connected as members of a society’ (Couldry, pg 4) 

- ‘any actions organised around key media-related categories and boundaries, whose 

performance reinforces, indeed helps legitimate, the underlying ‘value’...expressed in the 

idea that media is our access point to our social centre.’ (pg 2)

- ‘through media rituals, we act out, indeed naturalise, the myth of the media’s social 

centrality’ (pg 2) 

- Just as rituals can represent a much greater meaning, so too can ‘media rituals’ show the 

media’s influence on the forms of contemporary social life.

• Couldry states how media theorists analyse ‘dramatic’ examples of media power, creating an account for 

medias role in society. However, you must look at the whole social space within which anything like ‘ritual’ in 

relation to media become possible.

• We can only understand media-related actions when we analyse the wider space known as ritual space 

of the media.

• Space being the whole interlocking mass of practices that must be in place for there to be ritual action 

oriented to the media. 

• It is through this space which we understand our actions and orientations in relation to the media. Without 

this wider space, these actions would not make sense... they would not be categorised as a media ritual. 

Durkeim and anti-functionalist stance:

Couldry takes an Durkheim and anti-functionalist stance to explain this illusion of the centre. 

- Emile Durkheiman = French sociologist who was primarily concerned with how modern societies 

could retain a sense of unity without the shared ethnic backgrounds and religious beliefs. He 

argued that we all at some point feel a strong connection to the wider social world and that within 

these moments we focus on shared objects of attention and create rituals to keep these shared 

beliefs sacred. 

- Durkheim’s ideas fascinated social analysts as it projected the q of how do societies cohere? This 

was the starting point to certain influential accounts of social power of media known as ‘Neo-

Durkheimian’ which analysed media events or looked at media’s (particularly TV) role in the 

organisation of social life as a whole rather than just those exceptional media events. 

- Focus is on the second ‘cognitive’ reading of his theory as ‘the thought processes which underlie 

media rituals have resonances in our everyday thinking’ (pg 8) 

- ‘ I want to use Durkheim’s concerns with social order to help analyse contemporary claims to social 

cohesion, and the contribution to them of media institutions and media practices.’ (pg 9) but he has 

the stance of post-Durkheim to allow room for new connections.



- ‘Anti-functionalist means opposing any form of essentialist thinking about society, not only 

functionalist accounts of society’s workings (and medias role in them) but equally, the idea that 

society is essentially disordered and chaotic’ (pg 5) 

Media effects:

•  The media has effectively devalues social life

• there is ‘power in the media institutions’, referred to as ‘media power’, that reveals a symbolic yet strong 

belief held by society regarding the media’s totality; this is reiterated through the notion of “THE media”. 

There are implications of this massive concentration of symbolic power in media institutions, yet it is clear 

that by holding this power that the media is capable of greatly influencing society. 

• “Positive evaluations of the media address well how media penetrate the daily texture of private and 

public life, but fail to consider the social impacts of media power. Negative evaluations, by contrast, 

address media power but lack engagement with media’s place in our everyday lives. Yet the evaluation of 

media’s overall impacts on society remains the central question for media studies and an important 

question increasingly for social theory...’ (pg 18) 


